Abstract. Let D be a classical Cartan domain and let B be the unit ball. We find the exact value of the supremum of the set of positive numbers p satisfying the condition: pB Cf(D) for a certain holomorphic imbedding/: D -» B.
Obviously p(D) is invariant under biholomorphic mappings. It is required to find the exact value of p(D). Alexander [1] proved that for the unit polydisc U in C,
In this paper we note that by appealing to the method of Alexander we are able to find the values p(D) for the classical Cartan domains.
By a classical Cartan domain we understand a domain of one of the following four types: R\(r, s) = {Z = (zJk): I -ZZ' > 0, where 2 is an r X s matrix} (r < s), Ru(p) -{Z = (zjk): I -ZZ' > 0, where Z is a symmetric matrix of order/»}, Rm(q) = {Z = (zjk): I -ZZ' > 0, where Z is a skew-symmetric matrix of order ?}, R"(n) ={z = (zx,...,z"): 1 + [_«' |2 -Iz? >0,1 -\zz'\> 0}. Here / is the identity matrix and Z denotes the conjugate matrix of Z and Z' the transposed matrix of Z. The complex dimensions of these four domains are rs, p(p + l)/2, q(q -l)/2, n, respectively.
We shall prove the following theorems. 
2. We begin with two lemmas. By applying the method of Alexander [1] we are able to prove the following lemma. For the sake of completeness we give a proof. which exists a.e. on {Oy. 0 < öy < 2w}. Therefore we obtain mp2 < 1. Next, instead of Ru(p) we consider the following modified domain:
Ru(p) = {z = (zjk)--zjk = fixjkU * k)> zjj = xjj> where x = (*7*) G RuÍP)} ■ Further, instead of 5IV(n) we consider the following domain:
*îv(«) = {z = (zx,...,z"):l+\zxz2 + 2-{z2+---+z2")\2
-{\zx\2 + ---+\z"\2)>0,\-\zxz2 + 2-{z2+---+z2n)\>0}.
The domain 5*v(m) is obtained from 5IV(w) by the biholomorphic mapping <p = (<p"...,<p"), <px(z) = zx + iz2,tp2(z) = zx-iz2,<pa(z) = J2za(a = 3,...,n).
We have the following:
BnERl(r,s)EfrBn (n = rs),
Proof. In [4] we showed that Rl(r,s)EfBn, Ru(p)cJp~B", Rm(q) C J[q/2] 5". 
